
Welcome to the Waterloo County Quilters’ Guild’s 
March 2021 Virtual Show and Share  

Thank you to these talented quilters who have shared their 
current projects. 



This quilt was started some time ago. The 
background is made of selvage edges that were 
sewn onto a foundation piece of fabric. I set it 
aside because I changed my mind about doing all 
the hand appliqué. The vase and flowers were 
drawn onto a large piece of black fabric and the 
design was needle turned. When I pulled it out 
again recently, I found the hand appliqué 
enjoyable and I'm glad I finished the piece.

Judy Pearce



I pieced this monogram quilt. It was then 
deftly quilted by Marg Sandiford. It is for 
Caring Connections and will be a PAL quilt😀.

Marilyn Hollinger



This partial quilt was donated by Carole King to Caring 
Connections. I finished piecing it and Linda Weinstein 
quilted it. It is now a PAL quilt.

Marilyn Hollinger



A disappearing nine-patch pieced by Marilyn 
Hollinger and quilted by Megan Stauch.



A log cabin PAL quilt, pieced by Judy Siegner and 
quilted by Megan Stauch.



Two owl quilts for a new baby arriving soon.
The pattern is called Allie Owl by Elizabeth 
Hartman. These quilts were quilted by Barbara 
Pye.

Judy Siegner



This quilt is made from a charm pack that my 
Aunt Cornelia won as a door price somewhere.

I used Edyta Sitar’s method of making half square 
triangles with triangle paper after watching the 
Quilt Show (Show 802). The triangle paper is from 
a free download:
https://www.generations-quilt-patterns.com/half-
square-triangle-paper.html

I first made squares from the triangles. Then I 
started to play and came up with this design.
I quilted it with a Sashiko machine.

Gerda Pauwelussen

https://www.generations-quilt-patterns.com/half-square-triangle-paper.html


Flower Quilt

This started as a jelly roll race using up many of my 
2 ½" strips but it turned out pretty ugly, so I added a 
grey border, still ugly, added a thin red border to 
confine the mess and then finally appliquéd a giant 
flower to give a focal point for distraction.
It measures 48" x 72"

Dorothy Holdenmeyer



Different Doesn't Mean Wrong

This quilt is based on a pattern called Rinse and Repeat 
by Erin from House on Hill Road. Again, I used some of 
my scrap strips but I had to cut more. I used white for the 
negative space but regret that because now I have to do 
some spot removal. Chocolate and white don't mix.

This quilt is headed to the MCC auction and measures 
86" x 92".

Dorothy Holdenmeyer



This quilt was made from donated fabric from the woman's 
group at my church, with some additions from my personal 
stash. It will be donated to a retirement home that we support.
It was inspired by Karen Brown's (Just Get It Done Quilts) Little 
Genius Quilt-in-a-day. It took me more than a day, but less than 
a week!

Barb Fooks



Four Smile Quilts  

Shanta Ragde



This quilt was made for my nephew, Carter. 
My younger sister had the last grandson in 
our family. I added his name to make sure his 
sister didn’t claim it.

Maria Wirth



This is a small lap quilt. For an old project.

This is one I’m still playing with.

Maria Wirth



This is a tote bag I made for my granddaughter, Gwen. She is a huge fan of Bob Ross (you may know him as the fellow 
who paints “happy“ squirrels and “fluffy” clouds). This fabric has been very delayed in delivery so I was glad it became 
available in time for her March birthday!!

Deby Wettges



This was once a panel and now it will be given 
Waterloo Hospice. Verita Dickinson machine 
quilted this workshop Challenge (Panel 
Palooza with Cindi Mc Chesne). I will be 
avoiding buying anymore panels in the future 
especially when all fabric shops were closed 
and my stash has limited Christmas fabric.

Bonnie Murdoch



May Birth Flower from the hand appliqué workshop 
hosted by the guild with Kathy K. Wylie. I used a 
combination of needle turn and Appliquik techniques 
to complete this project. Learning from Kathy was a 
delight, especially online as each of the participants 
could see closeup what she was doing. I chose May in 
celebration of our wedding anniversary - 41 years on 
May 10 this year! It was free motion quilted on my 
domestic machine using Invisifil threads. It measures 
16.5" x 16.5".

Marg Sandiford



Yoga Bolster and Large Pillow

I started taking yoga classes with Linda Collins last 
summer, during the lockdown and found it very 
rewarding. Two of the props required are pictured 
here, newly covered in 1" finished squares I kept 
from mask and scrub cap making. They are quilted 
in a crossed hatch, which gets lost with all the 
bright colours. Seeing these fabrics is kind of like 
visiting with old friends. Bolster is 16" x 26" and 
the pillow is 20" x 20".

Marg Sandiford



the idea of actually making the quilt with some of the Caring 
Connection group. Marney Heatley, Dianne Robertson, 
Bonnie Murdoch, Judy and I made the blocks. We decided it 
didn't need the second row of yellow, as it made the quilt 
too long and skinny. It will probably be a PAL quilt, sometime 
after we can show it at our next exhibit. 78" x 66”

Marg Sandiford

Puzzle Quilt

This quilt was inspired by a 
Cobble Hill 1000-piece puzzle 
I received for Christmas 2019. 
I enjoyed doing the puzzle so 
much I shared it with Judy 
Siegner. She came up with



Here are some closeups of some of the blocks 
as well; each block was quilted uniquely.

Puzzle Quilt continued.



Sunset from a pattern by Julie Popa Designs. 
Julie was one of the instructors featured in 
early February on a free online quilting 
seminar. Although it looks complex, it was 
easy to piece and fun to quilt. This will 
probably go to one of my young friends who 
will be graduating from university in the next 
couple of years. I will probably make this one 
again. 96" x 64”

Marg Sandiford



Hole in One 

My husband loves golf so I have been collecting 
golf-related fabric for awhile. When I saw this 
Hole in One pattern by Anne Orsmby, I knew it 
was the answer for what to do with it. He loves it!
The quilting was done  by Barbara Pye.

Cathy Pryor



Diamond Log Cabin 

Beware of friends bearing gifts! This pattern was 
given to me by Judy S. a few years ago. Thanks for 
helping decrease my scraps.

Diamond Log Cabin - a paper pieced mini by Cindi 
Edgerton, who makes patterns called Little Bits. The 
centre star constructed from 896 scrap strips! The 
completed project is 27" square. I had another 
pattern for scrap paper pieced labels, and made the 
label too.

Carol McLaren



Plaid 

Plaid by Tiny Orchard Quilts. I used Tula Pinks 
graphic prints, straight line quilting with lime 
green thread. It is the third graduation quilt 
this year.

Nancy Winn



Gliph

Gliph by Sarah Busing of Modern Quilt 
Studio. I used cherry wood fabrics, quilted 
with straight lines.
It is for my grandson to go off to university 
with.

Nancy Winn



Extra Days for Quilting

This quilt is called Extra Days for 
Quilting because in the past year I have had lots 
of extra time for quilting and also because all the 
coloured fabrics in the quilt are scraps from the 
sewing I do for Days for Girls. This quilt has been 
donated to the Mennonite Relief sale which will 
be held online in May.

Ruthanne Snider



These two quilts are PAL quilts and were part of my 
stash reduction goal for 2020/2021.

Ruthanne Snider



This quilt was started by long time guild member, 
Betty Dietrich. She was part of a small group of 
friends who gathered every month to drink tea, 
solve the problems of the world and work on 
appliqué projects. When Betty passed away in the 
fall of 2019, we divided up the projects she had 
been working on with the promise to complete 
them in her memory. Betty had finished the centre 
block, the block on the left side of the quilt and 
was well underway with the sleeping cat block for 
the top of the quilt. I completed the remaining 
four blocks, assembled them all and quilted 
it. Somehow it now needs to get to Betty’s 
daughter who lives in B.C.

Ruthanne Snider



I made his wall hanging for my sister’s birthday 
on March 1.
This is the way it looked as we were growing 
up. Unfortunately, over the years and new 
owners, it no longer is the way we wish to 
remember the family farm.

Cathy Zurbrigg



CAT-I-TUDE QUILT

I designed and pieced this quilt after 
attending the WCQG Workshop, Panel 
Palooza with Cindi Mc Chesney. 
The preprinted fabric panel (Cat-I-Tude
Panel, designed by Ann Lauer) only 
included 5 printed cats but I needed 7 
cat blocks. I added 2 blocks by fussy 
cutting cats from a coordinating fabric and making them into a 4-patch 
block. Flying geese strips using colours in the cat blocks were added to 
provide interest in the spaces surrounding the cat blocks. Coordinating 
Cat-i-tude fabric was used in the border. Machine quilted by Trudy Dey

Jean Weller



Shore Bird Quilt

I am a Bird Photographer and most 
winters I photograph birds in Texas. 
When I found the panel, Seaside Birds 
Show Birds Collection, it made me think 
of my wonderful times photographing 
these birds, so I made a quilt. I have 
included a picture of the fabric panel 
bird, and my photograph of the same 
bird. It includes; Arctic Terns, Sandpipers, 
Sandhill Cranes, Great Blue Herons and 
Pelicans.

I needed more bird blocks so made Ohio Stars with flying seagulls in the 
centres. Log Cabin Strips surround each bird and are arranged so they 
form a zig zag pattern. Flying Geese strips are added to top and bottom to 
make the quilt rectangular instead of square. A Piano Key border adds 
colour to the quilt.   Machine quilted by Trudy Dey.

Jean Weller

The next slide shows Jean’s bird photographs beside the corresponding fabric panel birds.



Arctic Terns

Great Blue Herons

Sandhill Cranes

Sandpipers

Pelicans

Shore Bird Quilt Continued

Note:

Our Jean Weller is one of the artists featured at the Uptown Gallery at Waterloo Town Square.

https://www.uptowngallerywaterloo.com/index.php/artist/jean-weller



“Skyward Nines” or “Falling Nines”! This quilt started 
with just over 100 nine-patch squares from a nine 
patch exchange! I made a “few” more myself and 
then adapted a lap quilt pattern I found, “Skyward 
Nines”, by Lise Neer in McCalls Quilting October 
2006.
I made this very big quilt (96”X108”), for my son, November 2020. I machine quilted it on my domestic machine using 
wavy lines because of the lines I see in misty clouds but I suppose if someone preferred, the waves lines could be 
water if the patches were “falling”!

Ev Cameron



Pillows, “18 X 18”, December 
2020. Some of the pillows I very 
quickly and randomly made (my own 
designs/doodles), for Christmas gifts, 
for my sons.

Ev Cameron



Heart Quilt, 90”X100”, for my son’s girlfriend, 
February 2021. I started making the heart blocks 
last February during a quilting retreat. These were 
easy blocks to sew during all the shenanigans that 
go on during a quilt retreat! I machine quilted this 
on my domestic sewing machine after 
experimenting with several different types of 
threads and lots of mileage on my seam ripper!

Ev Cameron



Thank you, quilters for sharing your projects. We look forward to seeing what you are currently 
working on as you practice “social distancing”. 

Continue to create, sew and quilt! It’s great therapy.  Happy quilting everyone!


